
Secure, track and control your digital files with smart file-level encryption

On average it takes a company 31 days to resolve a cyber-attack, at a cost of $20,768 per day. 

Source: IBM 2015 Cyber Security Intelligence Index

The financial impact of security incidents is growing by over 35% per year.

Source: PWC: state of corporate security overview

Source: http://edition.cnn.com/2012/08/07/business/stealing-information-work/

2/3 of office workers take 
all data with them when 
they leave an employer.

31% said they would deliberately 
remove and share confidential 
information if they were fired.

1/3 office workers admitted 
they had taken confidential 
information out of the office.

www.quiver.net

Current Solutions don’t work Quiver solution is unique

Firewalls, VPN and file sharing platforms create 
walls around networks. These can be bypassed 

by users creating security gaps. 
 

Keep control of your information with Quiver file level 
encryption. You decide the terms before data can be 

shared; online and offline, no matter where the file goes.

GEOLOCATION
Decide where a file is allowed 

to be viewed.

Quiver Features

PRINTSCREEN PREVENTION
Prevent viewer from taking a snapshot 

of your digital file and print it to 

share without your permission.

TIMEBOX
Share files for a limited time, with only 

the people you select: ideal for 

contracts, NDA’s and price offers..

COPY/EDIT PREVENTION
Restrict data from being taken out 

of your important files. 

AUDIT TRAIL
Track and audit your data. Everywhere. 

Revoke access at any moment.

PRINT PREVENTION
No paper copies of your 

valuable data will be shared. 

RESHARE PREVENTION
Prevent users from re-sharing 

your files

REVOKE 
Revoke access in realtime to any file 

no matter where they are stored and 

with whom they have been shared.

www.quiver.net


Empower people to collaborate while protecting all information at file level.
Securely use cloud services and collaboration across devices.
Works with everyday apps such as MS Office, Google Docs and Adobe.

SECURE COLABORATION

    Quiver has integrations with Active Directory, SAML, openID and Oauth.
    Every document is different: therefore, the user or administrator sets the level of protection 
    for each type of file.
    Change in permissions real time, at any moment. Revoke file access instantly from any user, 
    device or cloud storage.

CUSTOMIZABLE 
CONTROL

    Minimal rampup time: Quiver is installed with no change to existing business processes and tools.
    Intuitive functionalities and integration in your daily workflow allow for quick user adoption. 
    Data is protected at the source: as soon as a file is created, it’s automatically protected.
    No change in document formats and extensions.

FRICTIONLESS 
ADOPTION

Integrates with all major platforms with minimal onboarding time and effort by your team.

Now Available Soon Available

References

Dell considered Quiver 1 of the 50 most innovative companies in the world.

Wired Magazine mentioned Quiver as 1 of the 100 hottest startups in Europe.

Source: http://www.dell.com/learn/us/en/uscorp1/corp-comm/dfe-founders-50?c=us&l=en&s=corp&cs=uscorp1

Source: http://www.wired.co.uk/magazine/archive/2015/09/features/100-hottest-european-startups-2015-amsterdam



The safest and most intuitive way to share data.

www.quiver.net    

info@quiver.net

Tel +31 (0)20 520 6989

Be the new standard for data control and protection

Formats we support Platforms we support

.mp3

.wav

.mp4

Social Media Contacts

     Quiver exists to put you in control of your files so you can share them with confidence. Our mission is to 

allow you to keep full ownership of your files while sharing them effortlessly on your terms.

info@quiver.net

   In the heart of Amsterdam. 

Eat healthy and play table-football 

& ping-pong.

     Have a Portuguese life: eat well, 

have fun in the sun, and party 

like rockstar.

     Right in the heart of the innovation hub 

of the world; get inspired by great minds 

and people.

Where we are:

Amsterdam

Now Available

Soon Available
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